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Abstract
We view information extraction from document images
as a complex problem that requires a combination of 1)
state of the art deep learning vision models for detection
of entities and primitive relations, 2) symbolic background
knowledge that expresses prior information of spatial and
semantic relationships, using the entities and primitive relations from the neural detectors, and 3) learning of symbolic extraction rules using one, or few examples of annotated document images. Several challenges arise in ensuring that this neuro-symbolic software stack works together
seamlessly. These include vision-based challenges to ensure
that the documents are “seen” at the appropriate level of
detail to detect entities; symbolic representation challenges
in identifying primitive relations between the entities identified by the vision system; learning-based challenges of identifying the appropriate level of symbolic abstraction for the
retrieval rules, the need to identify background knowledge
that is relevant to the documents being analyzed, and learning general symbolic rules in data-deficient domains. In
this paper, we describe how we meet some of these challenges in the design of our document-reading platform. In
particular, we focus on use cases with multiple templates
which additionally involves finding structurally similar images in large heterogeneous document image collections.
An adaptive lattice based template allocation module was
utilized for evaluating document similarity based on both
textual content and document structure. A knowledge graph
is used for capturing document structure and a relational
rule learning system is employed on the knowledge graph
for generating extraction rules. Experiments on a publicly
shared data-set 1 of 1400 trade finance documents demon1 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BjysqlaKRylw

strates the viability of the proposed system.

1. Introduction
With the widespread usage of mobile cameras and fast
scanners to capture document images, the problem of downstream information extraction from such documents has become more acute. Despite the recent strides that deep learning has made in computer vision and natural language understanding, a generalized solution to the problem of information extraction from complex document images remains
elusive due to a number of challenges. Humans perceive
documents using a combination of visual and textual cues,
many of which are not captured by most modern OCR engines. Additionally, humans also draw on significant domain specific and universal (common sense) background
knowledge to relate and reason over a document’s visual
and textual components. A system for information extraction from real world document images must incorporate
these elements in order to match human performance on information extraction. In this paper, we outline the design
of our document extraction platform, that incorporates the
above components to fully utilize the visual pattern recognition capabilities of deep learning, the relational representation power of knowledge graphs, and the deductive reasoning capabilities of symbolic learners for learning extraction
rules and incorporation of background knowledge.
In particular, we focus on real world use cases that involve large volumes of documents belonging to a (potentially unknown) set of templates, where a template defines
an invariant spatial and semantic structure. As documents
are introduced into the system, a knowledge graph with a
Ci3RaesnvAjqqvWM8GWG

fixed schema based on background knowledge is used to
capture the spatial and semantic relationships present in the
document. A lattice based similarity metric utilizes both the
spatial and semantic information in the document to determine if the document structure adheres to any of the apriori
known templates. If a new document structure is detected
then a fresh set of symbolic rules (corresponding to paths
in the knowledge graph) are learnt for information extraction from documents belonging to the new template. Any
future documents belonging to the same template are automatically processed via the learnt rules. Note that the system only requires a single annotated document per template,
as it employs a powerful one-shot symbolic rule learner.
The primary contributions of the paper are as follows:
1. The paper presents the architecture for an end-to-end
system for information extraction from streaming document images.
2. We identify the key vision problems and propose potential solutions relevant for document understanding.
3. A novel technique for one-shot rule induction from
knowledge graphs is proposed, capable of learning
rules for multi-line entities.
4. We propose a document classification technique based
on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), that imbibes both
spatial and semantic content to allocate documents to
prior/new templates.
5. The system is tested on a dataset of 1400 scanned documents from seven different templates. This dataset is
made available to the community for future research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Related
work on document understanding, template detection and
learning from knowledge graphs is presented in Section 2.
The problem definition and solution pipeline are presented
in Section 3 along with a formal definition of the problem.
In Section 4, we demonstrate our experiments and present
the results of our experimental evaluation, before offering
conclusions in Section 5.

2. Related Work
A pre-requisite for information extraction is document
template identification, a problem for which several techniques have been proposed. Breuel[2] developed a matching technique that was able to capture the layout of complex documents by generating a hierarchical representation
using XYtrees and tree edit distance to identify the correct
template for a test document. Hamza[8] utilized a bottomup approach involving keyword extraction and clustering
to generate high level structures. The document is represented as a graph with these high level structures as nodes

and edges indicative of spatial relationships. Schultz et al.
[17] developed an invoice reading system, with documents
represented by a graph and nodes split into key-nodes and
data-nodes, corresponding to keywords and values (numbers, dates etc). Graph probing is used to find the correct
template. Our work builds upon these prior approaches
and the recent work in Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)
[7] which represents the document as a lattice for not only
existing template identification but also for detecting novel
templates for streaming documents in real time. This representation model is more advanced since except for the content, i.e., words in the document, also considers the layout
information, i.e, their location in the document.
Rule learning over knowledge graphs is a well studied
field [5, 6], however most approaches attempt to mine a
knowledge graph for filling in missing facts and inferring
all possible rules, using logic based techniques[22] as well
as graph embeddings[9]. The objective here is to learn entity specific rules that would yield a specified target node
corresponding to a desired entity value. To that end we propose a novel rule induction algorithm in Section 3.3 capable
of learning extraction rules with a single annotated sample
document. End to end document processing engines have
previously been proposed [13, 14]. However, these systems
are largely geared towards the key-value extractions from
standard forms based on relatively simple spatial rules. Our
system is more versatile, can adapt to multi-line entity values, utilizes conjunctions of complex multi-hop subgraphs
with semantic relationships, and is robust to noise.

3. Our approach
Consider a streaming set of documents d1 , d2 , ..., entering the system where each document belongs to one of N
different templates T1 , T2 , ..., TN . The system objective is
to extract values for a predefined set of entities e1 , e2 , ..., en
(such as invoice number, date or billing address) from each
document. Templates are not known in advance and manual annotation is requested when the system encounters a
document from a previously unseen template. 2
On receipt of a document the system proceeds to run the
document though a series of vision APIs detailed in Section 3.1 in order to extract information about different visual elements such as text, boxes, tables and charts. This
extracted information is then used to populate a knowledge
graph with a predefined schema that captures the spatial and
semantic relationships between the detected elements. The
relationship mapping schema and the resulting knowledge
graph is detailed in Section 3.2. The encoded relationships
are then used to determine whether the document belongs to
a new or pre-existing template via a lattice based technique
2 While multiple annotations per template may be permissible for practical deployment, for the current system we only permit one annotated document per template.
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Figure 1. Full System Architecture

rooted in Formal Concept Analysis[7] described in Section
3.4.2. If a new template is detected, manual annotations are
provided and symbolic rules are learnt on the knowledge
graph, as outlined in Section 3.3. The new template and
the associated learnt rules are then stored in the system for
application to any future documents adhering to the same
template. The full system architecture is depicted in Figure
1.

3.1. Document Vision APIs
Prior to analyzing the contents of the document, there are
significant vision based challenges that modern document
processing engines tend to ignore, here we outline how we
address these challenges:
Document De-noising Real world documents are often
noisy, with scanned documents often suffering from blur effects, faded text, watermarks, scanning artifacts, and wrinkles. The noise in these documents often leads to downstream OCR/ICR and other errors. Traditional methods for
denoising images[4, 1, 18] are often too specialized and
fail for novel noise distributions across different document
datasets. Training a typical deep model for denoising documents requires significant volumes of paired clean and
corresponding noisy document images. Our system gets
around this problem by utilizing a cycle GAN as decribed
in [20] to learn the mapping of the distribution of noisy doc-

uments to that of clean documents.
Visual Cues: Humans utilize several vision based cues such
as font styles, lines and text structure while reading documents, these are often ignored by many current systems
which focus purely on text extraction. We use a combination of deep learning and traditional vision to extract this
additional information using the vision APIs described in
[15].
Text Detection/Recognition: Despite recent advances, text
detection and recognition accuracies [21, 3], particularly for
handwritten text are not yet comparable to human accuracies and are extremely sensitive to noise, orientation and
scale. The problem becomes even more acute for multilingual documents where training data is sparse. Our system utilizes the state of the art deep models for handwritten
text recognition and detection, in addition to models for language detection.
Table Detection and Tabular Structure Identification:
Often real world invoices and other documents contain
data in tables with highly variable structure, and while
deep learning has made important strides in table detection
[12, 16], extraction techniques that generalize well across
unseen table formats remains a challenge. The proposed
system uses a combination of deep models and common
knowledge about tables along the lines of [12].
Information Extraction from Charts: Business docu-

ments often contain Histograms, Graphs, and other complex data visualizations that capture important information.
Recent methods using MAC networks to reason over charts
have made progress[19] and we utilize a similar approach
in this paper to process visual charts.

every subgraph connected to the target node represents a
potential rule r for extraction as shown in Figure 3. To prevent a combinatorial search we employ a depth bound d and
a maximal branching factor b for any node while searching
for rule subgraphs. The set of all such rules is denoted by
R as shown in Figure 4. However, each such rule r ∈ R
found may (i) be overly specific to the current document or
(ii)lead to spurious extractions, i.e. be overly general.
In order to address the latter, we enforce the closed world
assumption and eliminate rules Rs that yield subgraphs connected to any target nodes other than t. To address the former we generate a noisy clone of the original KG’ wherein
the entity values are deliberately altered by adding textual
noise. Any rules that fail on the noisy clone KG’ are pruned,
we refer to these rules as Rg . The final set of learnt rules is
then R − Rs − Rg .

Figure 2. DeepReader Schema

3.2. Relationship Mapping
Post detection, the semantic and spatial relationships between the different visual and textual elements have to be
computed. This includes grouping text into blocks, unravelling complex tabular structures, extracting, inferring relationships from charts and graphs, and grouping complex
visual structures like checkboxes and form field boxes. Effective relationship mapping requires incorporation of background knowledge for understanding the consistent structure of textblocks, tables and checkboxes, and correcting
for OCR errors. Background knowledge and natural language understanding is also useful for semantic data typing
for commonly occurring patterns like dates, city names and
addresses. Additional domain specific knowledge may also
be required in certain specialized use-cases. These complex relationships are stored in a knowledge graph with a
schema as shown in Figure 2. The nodes in the knowledge
graph are typed and represent different visual entities such
as words, textlines, blocks and tables. These nodes may be
suitably enriched with additional attributes to incorporate
domain knowledge such as semantic data types.

3.3. Knowledge Graph Rule Induction
For our application, we are interested in rules for extracting textual content (node) corresponding to an entity value
from a particular document template, in contrast to other
rule learners that mine the KG for frequently occurring patterns [9]. We refer to the node corresponding to the target
entity value as the target node Nt , and leverage the fact that

Figure 4. Rules generated for the Knowledge Graph in Figure 3

3.3.1

Learning Meta-Rules

Occasionally entity values span a variable number of textual elements, i.e. may comprise of multiple words, lines
or blocks. Such entity values correspond to multiple target
nodes in the KG. Learning rules for multiple-target nodes
involves learning a meta-rule which comprises of a starting
target node ns , an ending target node ne , and a relationship
subgraph RG . Rules for extraction of ns and ne are induced
as in Algorithm 1. The intermediate nodes are extracted via
repeated traversal of the knowledge graph from the starting
node until the ending node via the relationship subgraph as
shown in Figure 3. For our application a linear subgraph (or
path) is considered but in principle any subgraph that connects two nodes may be employed. At test time, the rule for
the starting node is applied, followed by repeated application of the meta-rule (from the relationship subgraph) until
either the ending node rule is found (i.e. its extraction rules
are satisfied) or a maximum depth is attained indicating a
rule failure.

3.4. Template Detection
Our framework considers a set of scanned documents
like invoices, bills, or receipts wherein each documents
can come from one of several different unseen templates.
A template defines the document structure and all documents that belong to the template must adhere to the same

Figure 3. Knowledge Graph(Left) and corresponding annotated document (Right), the different colored edges and nodes represent different
relation types (above-below, left-right) and entity(words, lines) types respectively. Each subgraph connected to an entity(node) can be
converted into a potential extraction rule for that node. Note that sometimes the extracted value may lie across multiple nodes (lines), for
instance the address field, and this would require a meta-rule

structure. More formally, given a document template with
static components S and dynamic components C, the spatial/semantic relationships between static components of all
documents from the same template must hold consistently.
Our aim is to classify a series of scanned documents to
their respective templates, and also to identify newly encountered templates for manual annotation. The template
detection module uses both the textual content as well as
the relations of the entities(lines) with other entities present
in the documents. The identification of relevant templates
for each document is performed via a similarity(confidence)
metric.
Formally, a Template t can be described as
t = (line1 , above1 , left1 ,..., w1 ), · · · , (linen , aboven ,
leftn ,... wn ) where linei indicates an entity (both static and
dynamic) in the template, abovei , lefti describes its spatial
relations with other entities in the template and wi denotes
a weight value representing the confidence that linei will be
found in a document d of template t as shown in Figure 5.
Next, we compute the similarity of each template in the
template database with the incoming document based on the
number of matching entities. This yields the template which
has highest textual similarity with the document. The chosen template is then used in the next stage to reduce the
document graph for checking its structural similarity with
the templates.
To check for its structural similarity, a second level
match is required that consists of the following steps:

3.4.1

Reduction of Document Graph:

This step, firstly replaces the dynamic entities present in the
document with a token <val>, which are identified from

the chosen template. Furthermore, as there are often digitization errors in the entity names, so we use fuzzy matching
(based on Levenshtein distance [23]) to detect dynamic entities from the chosen template. The next key process in this
step is to compare the paths of each pair of distinct nodes in
the template’s graph with corresponding nodes in the document’s graph. The execution of this process is as follows:
• Pick any two distinct nodes(entities) from the chosen
template graph and find all nodes(entities) between
them in the document graph.
• Remove all the in between nodes from the document
graph and create a direct relationship between them to
get the shortest path. For example, if the relationship
between all the intermediate nodes was ’ABOVE’, the
new relationship also created as ’ABOVE’.
• Repeat steps 1 and 2 for all pair of distinct nodes in the
template graph.
These steps results in a reduced document graph which is
further used to detect layout similarity (see Figure 5).
3.4.2

Lattice based Structural Similarity:

The reduced document graph computed in the previous step
is then checked for the layout similarity with each of the
templates in the template database. If match of the document is below the confidence threshold with the chosen
template, then the document is sent for manual annotation
and is identified as a new template in the template database.
This template layout matching procedure, is inspired by a
lattice based approach using Formal Concept Analysis.
Formal Concept Analysis:
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a mathematical theory

Algorithm 1 Inductive Rule Learning
Input : A knowledge graph KG for document D, a set of
m attributes A = (a1 , a2 ..., am ) for each node ni , a set
of binary operators O defined over elements of A, a target
node nt corresponding to the entity value to be extracted, a
node branching factor b, depth bound d
Output : Rule set R for extracting node Nt
• With nt as the root, traverse the KG to obtain the set of
all possible subgraphs SG rooted at nt , with branching
factor <= b at every node and maximum path length
for any node from nt <= d
• For each such subgraph sG ,
1. For every node pair ni and nj in sG :
(a) If ni and nj connected by a relation R in sG ,
generate a clause to that effect i.e. R(ni , nj )
(b) Choose a binary operator op ∈ O and a subset of attributes sA ⊂ A on which the conditional operator holds for nodes ni , nj , i.e.
op(aik , ajk ) must be true ∀k s.t. ak ∈ sA ,
where apm refers to the value of attribute am
for node p.
(c) Generate clauses for each such pair of corresponding attributes in ni and nj . i.e.
attr(ni , k, ai k), attr(nj , k, aj k), opl (aik ,
ajk )
2. Create a rule whose body is the conjunction
of all the clauses discovered for all node pairs,
and whose head is simply the target node i.e.
entity name(D, nt ), note that this includes
node pairs involving nt . Add this rule to the rule
set R.
3. Repeat Steps 1-2 with all possible choices of
operator-node pair combinations until no new
rule can be generated for sG
• Apply rules in R to the KG and eliminate over general
rules that yield non-target nodes n ∈
/ nt
• Create a noisy clone KG′ of the original knowledge
graph by adding noise to all the dynamic entity value
nodes
• Eliminate over specific rules from R that do not yield
the target nodes in KG′

of concept hierarchies based on Lattice Theory [10]. Data
is represented as a two-dimensional context of objects and
attributes. Traditionally, a concept is determined by its extent and its intent. The extent of a concept consists of all

objects that have a set of common attributes in a context,
while the intent consists of all attributes that are considered
valid for that context. The hierarchy of concepts is given by
the relation of a subconcept w.r.t. a certain superconcept,
i.e., the extent of a subconcept is a subset of the extent of its
superconcepts, while the intent of a superconcept is a subset
of the intent of its subconcepts.
We use a lattice based approach by viewing a given document and templates as formal concepts representing a triplet
of the form (O, P, I) where O is the set of entities present in
the document, P is the set of spatial relations corresponding
to each entity and I is a binary relation between O and P.
Each triplet produces a lattice structure for the corresponding document. The lattice structure consists of a set of formal concepts of the form (A,B), where A⊆O, B⊆P, A′ =B,
and B′ =A. The spatial relationships of each entity in a document are represented by the intents of the lattice constructed
for that document.
Using the approach of lattices, we extract the similarity
relationships with the help of knowledge graphs, and use it
to compare the structure of new document with each of the
template in the template database. As a first step, we extract
the relationships for every entity in the reduced graph of
document. The relationships for every node is stored in the
form of a tuple. For example:
nodei : (nodej (ABOV E), nodek (LEF T ))
The tuples generated correspond to the intents generated
from FCA. Next, we generate the relationship tuples for
each of the templates. The tuples of the reduced graph of the
document are then compared with the tuples of each template in the template database to select a template, t which
has the highest match factor(confidence), ct out of all the
templates where ct is above the set threshold value, γ. If
ct is below the value of γ for all the templates in the template database, the document is identified as a new type of
document and routed for manual annotation.
3.4.3

Template Refinement

As documents stream into the system, new templates are
identified and the template database is continuously updated. If a match to an existing template is found, the
template entity weights used for producing the similarity
matching score are increased or decreased depending on
their presence or absence in a test document. Thus a template undergoes continuous refinement as data for that template streams into the system.
Mechanism:
Weights of all entities is initially set to 1. If a template t ∈ T
is predicted for an incoming document d, then the template
t is updated based on d according to the procedure:
For each entity, e in the template t, our method finds its

Figure 5. Annotated Document(Left) and corresponding Template Graph(Right). The lines of document in red boxes represents the annotated entities in the document, where each of them represents a dynamic field present in the document. Each node and edge of the template
graph represents an entity and its spatial relations with other entities respectively.

matching entity e1 in the document d. Weight of entity e is
refined based on the corresponding e1 entry. If e does not
appear in d, w is decreased by a penalty factor p and after
the weight w falls below the set threshold value θ , that entity is removed from the template as it consists of customer
particular information. Iterating this through a certain number of documents, the template file results into containing
the static entities only that are present in majority of the
documents classified as that template.

3.5. Information extraction
Once a template has been associated with an incoming
streamed document, the learnt extraction rules for that template are applied to the documents knowledge graph. However, due to noise in the scanning process or OCR errors
some of the rules will fail or yield incorrect values (target
nodes). A majority vote over the rule outputs would likely
still yield the correct value, as rules that succeed in extracting the correct value would agree more often than rules that
do not. The resulting majority vote value is then subject to
domain specific validation rules (such as the amount entity
has to be a real valued number) prior to output.

4. Experiments and Results
We used a publicly shared dataset of 1400 scanned bank
trade finance documents to evaluate our method. The
dataset consists of documents of seven different templates
i.e. Axis, Citi, CMB, DBS, DutchBangla, Hangseng and
Shanghai with 200 documents from each template. Documents from different templates are introduced at random
into the system, and the system dynamically identifies novel
templates and generates extraction rules for them after manual annotation of a single document for each template. We

S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Template
Axis
Citi
CMB
DBS
DutchBangla
Hangseng
Shanghai
Overall

Precision
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Recall
1.00
1.00
0.74
0.98
0.77
1.00
0.99
0.93

Table 1. Precision and Recall of template classifier for each
template.

demonstrate the viability of our system for both template
detection and information extraction.

4.1. Template Detection
We set a similarity threshold (confidence threshold),γ as
0.6 for identifying novel templates. For a given incoming
document, d, the template having the highest confidence
value above the threshold, would be assigned to d.
The similarity threshold was set so we are able to achieve
high precision while compromising on recall. This implies
that there are no false classifications made by our classifier
whereas occasionally a noisy document may get misclassified as belonging to a novel template. However, each such
document is simply routed for manual annotation to (i) build
on a new template structure or (ii) re-assigned to an existing
template.
Furthermore, for the template refinement module we
set the penalty factor, p as 0.05 for a non-matching entity
and a threshold value, θ as 0.5 which makes the template
more robust with each new classified document by removing dynamic entities. This step shows gradual yet signif-

S.No.

Entity

Axis

Citi

CMB

DBS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Acc number
Amount
Date
Phone
Ref
Swift
Tenor
Drawee
Drawer
Overall

98.5
98.5
100.0
97.5
91.5
78.0
98.0
83.0
93.5

96.5
90.5
94.5
78.0
100.0
90.0
78.5

91.0
98.5
100.0
98.5
84.5
99.5
70.5
74.5

100.0
77.5
94.0
89.5
91.5
100.0
95.0
88.5

Dutch
Bangla
98.5
98.5
98.5
98.5
98.5
98.5
98.5

Hangseng

Shanghai

99.5
94.5
100.0
100.0
100.0
89.5
96.0

92.7
95.5
89.3
87.6
92.1
100.0
91.5
87.6

Mean
Accuracy
97.5
95.8
94.1
95.2
94.3
88.9
99.4
88.3
88.2
93.5

Table 2. Accuracy(%) of different entities over 200 documents for each template along with their respective mean values.

icant improvement in the confidence value of the incoming documents that results in an increase in classification
ACCURACY from 92.36% to 92.64% .
The overall result for this module provides a
PRECISION = 1.00 and RECALL = 0.93 thereby
giving
F1 SCORE = 0.96
and
ACCURACY =
92.64%.
The precision and recall values for each
template is provided in Table 1.

4.2. Information Extraction
To evaluate the quality of our results for this module,
we compare the system’s output values, vi1 ,...,vip for each
predefined entity, ei with their corresponding ground truth
values, gi1 ,...,giq for documents belonging to one of m = 7
templates Tk , k = 1,...,m as a measure of accuracy, i.e. for
an entity ei of a template Tk ,
ACCU RACY =

N o. of documents s.t. vir = gis
,
T otal no. of documents f or Tk

where r = 1, ..., p and s = 1, ..., q
checks for an exact match between the predicted value and
the ground-truth. We also obtain the accuracy of our rule
learner disregarding OCR errors in the final entity string
value. In our implementation, we used the Jellyfish
library[11] for this which helps in approximate and phonetic matching of strings. The ACCURACY for each predefined entity from all the seven different templates with
OCR errors is showcased in Table 2, which results in overall ACCURACY of 93.5%. Without OCR errors the overall ACCURACY for obtaining the correct target node (entity
value) was 100% which demonstrates the robustness of our
rule induction system.
Thus, all inclusive out of 1400 documents of trade finance from different banks, 1297 documents were classified
correctly, while the information extraction module was able
to obtain the correct node or textual entity 100% of the time.
However, due to OCR errors with the Tesseract OCR pack-

age Table 2 shows some decline in the end-to-end accuracy
for each entity, but the numbers remain high.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents the detailed architecture and implementation for a templatized document information extraction engine. The paper outlines different steps involved in
unravelling the visual and semantic structure of a document.
These include developing solutions to the numerous vision
problems during extracting of visual elements from the document, inferring spatial/semantic relationships between the
different elements and learning rules for automated extraction. We introduce a novel technique for document classification based on Formal Concept Analysis that allows
streaming documents to be allocated to a known template
or sent for manual annotation. Additionally we provide
algorithms for rule induction and meta-rule learning from
knowledge graphs for single and multi-line entity extraction. Results are encouraging and demonstrate that the system is able to perform extraction with a very high degree of
accuracy, significantly reducing manual effort. In the future
we wish to extend this system to documents that do not adhere to any template, and where subsets of entity extraction
rules may apply to different documents.
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